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Midwest Hip-Hop/Rap at its finest. Cleva is shaking up the underground with 97OfDaAlbum. Minneapolis

native proves that the Midwest is here. 13 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop

Details: *This Album Contains 2(Two) Hidden Tracks* With years of writing, battling, and performing,

Cleva is easily considered by many to be the real deal. He rhymes with the fury of his troubled life,

genuine experiences, and mysterious past. He articulates his issues with the world, his fellow man, and

himself over melodic tracks with true ingenuity and precision. "People thought I was gone. They thought I

was burnt out, that I wouldn't be able to come back harder, wiser, more Cleva. I even believed it for a

while. My life was too fucked up. Most peolpe thouht I would'nt make it anyhere. That made me want to

bang even more." With this new attitude Cleva hit the studio, hard. And within one summer, had an album

he thought was ready. "I gave the album to a homie i know and he really liked it." Which is what led Cleva

to be the first artist to be signed to It's Been One entertainment. And I can see why, he radiates this kind

of light, the same thing that attracts us to the stars. Cleva is an extremely intelligent and talented lyricist.

Cleva has 8 years of experience performing on stage as an individual, and as a member of different rap

crews. Recently, he collaborated with the popular Midwest Rock band Davis? to create MissedAches, a

popular single with an amazing Hip-Hop/Rock sound like none other. Cleva is on the brink of shaking up

the Minneapolis Hip-Hop scene with the release of his debut album titled, 97 of Da Album. The anxiously

anticipated CD will include a music video for the underground favorite, Money&Fame.
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